New Children’s Hospital
Youth Panel
4.11.06

Youth Panel meeting
Continued

Your ideas and suggestions are in the plan.
Outlined Business Case Report.

Architects and technical advisors agree with lots of your ideas.

- Aberdeen Life - big fast speak
- Victoria - games

- You will get a copy of the report.

Meeting about things that can be done now... and

Report Launch...

Party Theme

Choices Restaurant
An escape within the hospital

or... Coffee Lounge

Themed Doctors

No Hospital Food

Involve families
* Youth Panel's own words
* Mainstream Press or Broadcast Media
  Herald ✓ Local Papers ✓ Record Radio EveningTimes TV
* Youth Panel story
* Youth Panel Approve all releases
* Not a sympathy story ❌
* WE are involved, not just the planners

Influence
* All media will go through Susan
* Training ✓

William, Joe, Tari, B and
Action Points…

- Media Training
- Plan Youth Panel Story
- Help Plan the Report Launch Party
- Advise Susan
- Research other children's hospitals to visit
- Help Mary with the Responsible User Agreement—Taxi & B. for Mobile Phones
- Think about volunteers for the Community Engagement Advisory Group